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Editorial
The Fellowship is now on the right
path towards the next conference
because so many of its members
have been involved in fundraising.
All this goes to prove the cliché
once again that it is possible to
‘make a difference’; lots of you
already have in big and small ways.
It was not an easy decision for the
trustees to postpone the conference
until November 2009. We are now
on a much more secure footing
from which to launch the
conference, although we cannot
rest on our laurels and yet more
does need to be done.
This magazine issue has many
examples of our members’ fund
raising efforts. Sean’s efforts in Ireland
have inspired others to ‘get on their
bikes’ in England. I was recently sent
a picture of feet that had walked
across the Sahara Desert for us that
demonstrates the gruelling nature of
that 150 mile walk.
Getting out there is something
which Julia Genders certainly does.
In our last issue she told us of her
Solent sailing, this time she packed
her bags for the Peak District,
learning how to map read in open
country, navigating boulder
country. She is an inspiration. We
are wondering what her next
venture will be – watch this space!
It is a lesson and a reminder to us
all to maintain the ‘stepping out of
our circle’ – ‘can do’ philosophy.
Robin Spinks, our globe-trotting
trustee writes about his work
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experience and has given us a
snippet about new phones to look
at if you are thinking of buying
one. All such contributions are
welcomed.
Technology has the ability to
transform the life of everyone and
this is especially true for Sarah
Butler who has written about her
favourite piece of technology the
MyReader. We would be pleased to
hear from anyone else who has
similar things to share. One of the
most valuable aspects of the
Fellowship is the opportunity it
provides for us to share and learn
from each other, whether it is about
technology or emotions or ‘Where
did you get that hat?’
Last July, I went to the Sight Village
Exhibition in Birmingham. The
Fellowship had a stand there. This is
where I met Sarah who was sharing
her expertise with a family from the
Fellowship who had come for the
day to view all the technology. It
strikes me that this cascading and
sharing of knowledge is invaluable,
so I will be initiating a post on the
Forum to encourage people to
make arrangements to meet each
other at our stand and then go
around the exhibition. It seems a
shame that people might miss out
meeting each other.
As usual we have reports from
Ireland of the last Family Albinism
Day and notice of the London and
Ireland BBQ’s coming up.

Family weekend conference announced...
We are delighted to be able to announce our next family weekend conference.
It will take place at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, Chester, situated within the city’s
historic walls and close to key attractions, superb shopping and a lively social
scene. The dates are: Friday 20th – Sunday 22nd November 2009. Put them
firmly in your diary now!
Although we have seen some improvement in our financial position, which gives
us the confidence to begin planning for the event and book the venue, there is
still much to do.

If you have any ideas as to what to include in the event, or if you can
assist us with fundraising to help raise money towards the costs of the
event please email us at info@albinism.org.uk. Watch our website and
magazine for more details and updates.

Membership subs reminder…
We were hoping to have the promised Direct Debit facility set up for the new
year, but it didn’t quite happen that way.
For those of you who pay by standing order – many thanks, it will have gone out
of your accounts on January 1st.

If you would normally pay your subs by cheque we’d very much
appreciate it sent to us now if you haven’t already done so.
Membership subscription is still £15 (€25 Ireland, £25 Overseas) or if you want to
never have to worry about subs again – how about Life Membership for £250?

Please send to ASAP directly to:
Hilary Hill, Membership Coordinator,
25 Brandon Close, Alton, Hants GU34 2BD

(the Farnham PO Box has become unreliable hence the temporary use of this
address – for subs only please)
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A great day down by the river getting wet!!

Run and ride – Evans family

The Stoner Collective
As the photos show, the Sponsored Walk/Bikeride Event along the Jubilee River was a
great success, enjoyed by a total of 34 adults and 19 children. Initial estimates show
that we have raised a staggering £5300. There are a few more monies to be collected
so the total may increase a little further and we still have Giftaid to apply. Prizes were
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Happy 40th birthday Ash!
The Greer family

allocated to participants based on
sponsorship achieved.
The winners picked up prizes of their
choice from a table that included
digital cameras, MP3 players, Teddy
Bear and Vouchers.

From left to right: Maisie on wheels,
Lily-Jane and Super Heroes!

We would like to thank our sponsors
for the prizes; Sony who donated
the marvellous digital cameras and
MP3 players, Harrods who gave us
the gorgeous limited edition teddy
bear, MacDonalds and Pizza Hut for
their donation of vouchers, Tesco
who funded the fruit and sweets
and Lidl who provided the drinking
water for the route.

The weather announced the start of
the event with some cracks of
thunder and lightning followed by a
The Hollowoods –
damp but undeterred and the Solanki family considerable downpour. But it didn’t
rain all the time and brightened up
through the day. Batman and Robin turned up (aka Mark and Lorna) and although
spirits were initially dampened by the inclement weather, our intrepid band of young,
very young and older battled on. Some people elected to walk and others cycled with
friends and family. The Stoner family group had 13 cyclists.
Well done to everybody who turned up and made the event such a success. We hope
you enjoyed yourselves and don’t suffer any severe after effects from the walking or
riding!

Front page, main photo – Martin & Daniel Hill at the top end of the route.
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Next London BBQ – June 7th 2008
When :

Saturday 7th June, 2008

Time :

11.00am to 4.30pm (meeting 2.00 – 4.30pm)

Where :

Oaktree School
Chase Side, Southgate, N14 4HN
(see www.albinism.org.uk for map)

Travel :
or

¾ mile walk / bus ride from Southgate Tube Station, Piccadilly Line
3½ miles from Junction 24 of the M25

Parking : Plenty in school car park

Please bring : What you wish to cook/eat plus a pudding or a salad to share –
(crockery, drinks, condiments, cutlery etc. will be provided) There is plenty of
space inside and out, with a fun area for children and space for games – so have
the sun lotion handy!

Everyone is welcome. Email us on info@albinism.org.uk or just turn up!

QAC Sight Village Birmingham 2008
July 15,16 & 17th
We’ll be there – if you go do come and say hello. If you know you are intending
to go why not put a post on the forum so that others can link up with you there
– don’t forget – remember to exercise some caution with the information you
give out in the open forum. Use the safer member’s area for communicating any
personal details.
If you can’t get there in July there is another opportunity to visit Sight Village in
London on November 4th in Kensington Town Hall (new this year).
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AGM & Ireland Family Albinism Day – June 28th 2008
Date :

Saturday 28th June 2008

Time :

1pm – 4pm

Venue :

St. John’s GAA Clubhouse/Cumann Naomh Eoin, Grange
Rd., Ballinteer, Dublin 16

Arrival :

1.00pm – 1.30pm

BBQ :

1.30pm – 2.30pm

Albinism AGM :

2.30pm – 3.00pm

Guest Speaker :

3.30pm – 4.00pm
Paula McAleese – a young lady with albinism will tells her
amazing story and will also play her latest release for us.

Getting there :

Map and directions will be on website:
www.albinism.org.uk or phone Treasa for directions

Guest Speaker :

€5 per individual or €10 per family. Bring a salad or
dessert to share if possible.

Email : treasaocallaghan1@eircom.net
Mobile : 0863789294

Please let Treasa know before the 6th June if you intend coming for
catering purposes.
Hope you can come along!

Last Belfast Family Albinism Day 2007 – report
A very successful Albinism Fellowship Day took place at RNIB on Saturday 24th
November. Approximately 40 people attended, including adults with albinism
and families with young children newly diagnosed with the condition. As well as
having a chance to meet and talk in an informal setting, attendees also had the
opportunity to see the connect centre with RNIB technology and resource centre
staff, who demonstrated equipment, answered questions and sold products. In
the afternoon Mark Sanderson updated us on the latest news. The day ended
with a very inspirational talk from Paula McAleese, a musician who released a
single in the Irish charts in January.
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Fundraising pages

Sean O’Cathain handing over the
big cheque for €4048 to June
Fitzgerald who accepted it on
behalf of Albinism Fellowship.
Sean did an amazing cycle ride
which was mentioned in the last
magazine.
We would also like to acknowledge
an anonymous donation of €1,000
from someone who valued the
Fellowship’s advice and support. We
would like to express our
appreciation as well as respecting
your anonymity.
Jack Cornwall, whose grandson
James Evans has albinism, gave a
talk about the condition to his local
Rotary Club. Members were so
impressed with Jack’s talk and the
work of the Fellowship that whilst
Jack was on holiday they agreed to
make a donation to the
organisation.
Mark and Lorna Sanderson (pictured
with the President of Loddon Vale
Rotary Club) attended an event at
Sonning Golf Club on 28th April as
guests of Jack and his wife Jean to
accept a donation of £1,000.
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Jack’s Albinism talk results in £1,000
donation
We value enormously everyone’s
efforts in fundraising for the
Fellowship. It is all important, lots
of little amounts soon mount up. If
you do fundraise we would be
delighted to hear about the details
and photographs are great. We
love photos!
Pippa Devoy who emailed me
saying “I am friends with Andrew
and Sarah Hopper who found your
charity very helpful when their son
Joseph was born and subsequently
their daughter, Rebecca.” ran the
London Marathon in 5hrs 8mins
40 secs and has raised around
£600 for us.
Huncoat Methodist Ladies Group
from Accrington gave a donation of
£15 after hearing a talk about
albinism, whilst Mrs Barbara
Smith gave us her winnings for
losing the most weight at Hapton
Ladies Weight Class.

The Ladies from the Dublin
Marathon Group have also been
busy running up a total of £190 for
us in December.
The Barrowford Ladies Club kindly
gave us £100 after listening to a
talk about albinism and the
Fellowship. Ann Marie Jackson had
a Body Shop evening with a raffle
and we were ‘made-up’ to hear that
she had raised £200.
Lynne Proctor and her daughter
Claire are members of the
Fellowship in Northampton. St
Lukes Primary School in Duston
where Claire attends and Lynne
works, held a collection at the
Christmas Nativity/pantomime
performance on our behalf. They
raised the grand sum of £284.26
and the school rounded it up £300.
Thank you to everyone in
Northampton.
The friends and relatives of the late
Mrs Rose Glasdys Raby kindly gave
a donation of £240 to the
Fellowship.
Brigitte Kemish has written to tell
me about two Hampshire
Firefighters; “Two crazy guys” who
have walked across the Sahara to
raise funds for Albinism Fellowship
and the Fireman Benevolent Fund
(see photo on back page). Mike
(834) is a relative of Brigitte and the
other fella is called Matt (726).
Brigitte sent a photo of Mike’s feet
at the end of the 150 mile walk to
me by email. I winced so much
looking at the photograph that my

wife asked me what was wrong!
For those of you who are not
squeamish you can see it on line
and imagine the pain (go to
www.albinism.org.uk/feet.jpg) I’ve
seen blisters but these are in a
different league! They are still
counting the money, watch this
space.
Vision Twentyone, the independent
social research company, have
recently sent us a donation. To
thank people taking part in their
research they asked their
respondents to choose a charity to
receive a donation. Some people
thought of us.
We thank everyone for their
generosity, and their efforts in
raising funds for the organisation.

Justgiving.com
The Fellowship now has an account
with justgiving.com so if you are
raising money for the Fellowship in
any way you can use this to get
sponsors or to pay in the money to
the Fellowship’s account. Justgiving
will automatically add any Giftaid if
applicable. To see how easy it is go
to www.justgiving.com/albinism .
The added bonus of this method of
payment is that it is safe, much
safer than putting a cheque in the
post. If you do use this method of
paying in fundraising money, do
drop us an email to let us know so
that we may thank you and your
sponsors etc.
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A Week in the Working Life of Robin Spinks
Since February 2005 I’ve been working as Global Assistive Technology and
Disability Advisor for Sightsavers International, a UK based international
NGO (Non-Government Organisation) www.sightsavers.org

Local people from a small village settlement in Narcsingdie, Bangladesh
Simply, my work is to support community based projects in 33 countries
across Africa, South Asia and the Caribbean. I spend roughly twelve weeks
each year overseas, so on average I’m overseas once a month.
In January I was in South Africa. In February, Dhaka, Bangladesh I attended
the Asia and Pacific Disability Forum, co-presenting a paper on low vision
and assistive technology and then attending a variety of meetings with
partner agencies. Later there were visits to the Community Based
Rehabilitation projects that Sightsavers supports with my colleague Archana
in the Narcjindie district of rural Bangladesh.
Following an initial briefing and introductions at the Lyons Eye Progressive
Hospital, we began our day with a visit to Charlakhpur Primary School
where I met Makhund, a young pupil with low vision, along with support
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staff and the head
teacher. Our second
visit took us to
Hanifa, a blind
woman who has set
up a self-help group
for local disabled
people. Hanifa
crushes rice and sells
this to a local food
producer. She was
deserted by her
husband and with
the help of a rehab
worker she is
continuing to live
independently. Our
third visit was to
Mustafa, a young and very able blind man who has set up a mobile phone credit
transfer business in the local area. Mustafa was discovered only last year by the rehab
worker and in a short space of time he has established his own career path and is
now receiving up to 150 customers per day. Mustafa was determined to be
economically independent, but was unable to achieve this until he met with the
rehab worker.
This was all a really interesting and rewarding experience and a chance to
learn all about some of the challenges faced by local people.
Sun protection is a crucial factor and I have to take great care to avoid
exposure to the sun. Most of my work is indoors so that helps. I wear linen
trousers with long sleeved shirts in cotton or linen and a very good SPF 50
sun hat which I got from M & S for just fifteen pounds! I also wear Cyclax
sun block which stops any exposed areas from burning.
Travelling around the world is a fascinating experience, although it can be
quite tiring at times. Being a person with low vision, you simply develop a
repertoire of skills and strategies for overcoming any practical challenges.
My monocular and pocket magnifier are brilliant devices when it comes to
dealing with departure boards and landing cards.
Above all, a positive “can do” attitude is the most important thing. I can
remember people suggesting that the job would be difficult or impossible
before I started. I simply worked out some ways around the challenges and
three years on I’m really enjoying it all.
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Report by Sara Butler
of day when the door was firmly
locked and the curtains drawn (don’t
worry this didn’t last long, I wised up
to the fact my fellow undergraduates
were more interested in me than my
scary computer).
So, getting to the point, when I
started work, as a Physiotherapist, I
was given a grant by the Access to
Work Fund to purchase a ‘myReader’
CCTV. I had seen this amazing piece
of kit (yes I am a geek, and am
seriously considering starting up a fan
page for it) a year earlier and had
totally fallen in love with it!

Sara at Sight Village
I agreed to write this article way back
in July last year at Sight Village in
Birmingham, and now that I actually
sit down and think of something
constructive to say I can’t help but
laugh. Me!?! Writing an article about
a piece of access technology, the girl
that wouldn’t have been seen dead at
school with a lap top, let alone a
CCTV!!
Well, I finally succumbed to the
wonder that is the CCTV in my
second year of A-levels, University
and now even in the work place.
Looking back I was probably a little
bit ridiculous. Especially the hours I
spent carefully disguising various bits
of kit around my university halls
bedroom, only letting it see the light
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Why? Well quite frankly it is head and
shoulders above any other CCTV I
have come across. It’s main feature is
the way it scans in the whole page,
capturing it as an image, you then
have two choices, you either use a
roller ball to navigate your way round
the page (much easier than having to
move the book/page/document on a
silly tray), or the my reader will
reformat the text for you, scrolling it
across the screen at the speed, size
and colour of your choice. It can even
deal with columns and the words will
stop scrolling as soon as it comes to a
diagram, giving you the option to
easily switch back to the ‘roller ball’
mode to have a look. Your place in
the text is then held so when you
finished with the picture you can
carry on reading as you were.
The ‘myReader’ may also be attached
to a computer, where its screen can
also be used as the computer
monitor; there is a little foot pedal

that switches between modes,
allowing full screen CCTV, full screen
computer, or (my personal favourite)
a split screen which allows you to
type notes whilst the text scrolls
across! This means no more twisting
and turning between monitors, whilst
attempting to hold the CCTV tray in
place so the piece of text you want
stays visible.

This is a really impressive piece of kit,
and I only wish that I had had it
sooner, it would have made my
degree infinitely more pleasurable.
As any bog-standard CCTV user will
know, trawling through pages of
endless text, attempting not to lose
your place whilst making notes and
trying to eat a HobNob all at the
same time isn’t easy!

Finally, another great feature is you
can handwrite underneath the
monitor by putting it on a ‘live mode’
setting, basically making it work like a
normal CCTV. What sets it apart is
that where there would usually be a
tray that annoyingly moves around
and is raised so your arm at a funny
angle, there is a flat area that is
virtually flush with the table, meaning
a comfortable writing position can be
maintained. This also means that
users can sit with a great posture and
avoid the classic ‘nose to the desk’
look (great for you back!).

By Sara Butler

Clearly, the ‘myReader’ won’t be for
everyone and I would recommend
you check out in the flesh before you
consider it for yourself, or your child.
It is also important to consider that it
would probably only really give
benefit to children who are of a fluent
reading age otherwise a standard
CCTV would probably suffice.
The biggest downside has to be the
price; at over £3000 it doesn’t come
cheap. However, there are lots of
sources of funding out there that
would make it obtainable.

(who promises she doesn’t work
for Humanware – see ad on
back cover!)

A phone tip from Robin
If you are looking for a mobile phone
with clear large fonts for contacts
and text messaging you may wish
to check out the Nokia 2630 which
is available from the Carphone
Warehouse for around £40.
It is a modern slim candy bar design
with a basic camera, very good
texting capabilities and very
importantly large clear readable
fonts in messaging and contacts. It’s
really easy to use and you will hardly
notice it in your pocket due to its
slim profile and light weight.
The world of mobile phones is
very fast moving but this one
is definitely worth a look for
anyone with albinism or other
low vision condition.
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Finding your way about:
NNAS (National Navigational
Award Scheme) map and
compass course.
One of our members – Julia Genders
certainly doesn’t let her visual
impairment get in the way of trying
new ventures. She kindly wrote an
article for us in the last issue about
sailing in the Solent. This time she tells
us her trip to the heart of the Peak
District to conquer navigating on land.
“In recent years I have really
enjoyed walking in the countryside
with a friend who is very good at
map reading. She also points out all
sorts of things that I would
probably not see. The monocular I
use is invaluable on these trips and
recently we were lucky enough to
see a herd of wild deer.
The Explorer maps (orange colour)
are 25:000 scale and the best for
walking as they show a lot of detail.
Landranger maps (pink) are better
for cycle rides. Yes I do ride a bike
but we try and use routes that are
quiet but sometimes have to use a
bit of A or B road which is a bit
scary. My sight enables me to see
the first two lines of an eye chart
and with glasses the third row. For
map reading I use +10 glasses (from
Moorfields) and sometimes also a
magnifying glass.
Fortunately I can get
most of the detail
although it is not
too easy.
Julia in the great outdoors
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The map reading course was at
Edale Youth Hostel in the Peak
district. I travelled by train to Edale
and there was a mini bus to take
people to the hostel. I was pleased
to find that we had an ensuite room
and I only had to share with two
other ‘girls’.
The following day we met our
instructors and the other people on
the course. I was the only VIP
(visually impaired person). We were
given a small section of map which
had been taken from a memory
map so only one page to handle.
That day we walked about 10 miles
from Edale up to Hollins Cross over
to Castleton and back. During our
lunch break we saw a dramatic
mountain rescue taking place
including a helicopter overhead. I
made a mental note to be even
more careful.
On the Saturday evening we had a
map/compass session and on the
Sunday went off to Hathersage for
more practice. I was a bit worried
to find out that this included
scrambling up quite large boulders
but made it to the top. I soon got
to recognise boulder signs on the
map with some trepidation. As a
VIP I did find it quite tricky walking
over millstone grit slab stones and
numerous potholes and decided
that a walking pole or two would
be very useful on such a venture.
We learned how to take a compass
bearing from one point to another
and then had a go at walking on a
bearing using our compass. We

went off path to do this and were
bounding around in knee high wet
heather, very glad I had waterproof
over trousers. The right gear is
essential on these sorts of trips.
We also learned how to use grid
references and about contour lines
amongst many other things. The
instructor was very good and made
sure we knew what we were doing
as we each took a leg (section) of
the walk.
Overall it was an excellent weekend
and we all passed the course.”

Map reading from Ordnance
Survey maps is a difficult skill
when fully sighted. With partial
sight the layered information
can be challenging, especially
when this has to be matched to
the surrounding landscape.
Obviously Julia has mastered
these skills. We take out hat off
to her. If you have a GPS system
or similar gadgets that you
have discovered for yourself we
would like to hear about them.
You can read more about
these courses at
www.navTRAINING.co.uk
If you are interested in sailing there
are two more opportunities to sail this
year with the Rona Trust as mentioned
by Julia in the last magazine.

VI 3 Mon 22nd – Sun 28th Sept
7 days
cost £175
VI 4 Fri 3rd – Sun 5th Oct
3 days
cost £75
If you are or know of a young
visually impaired person who would
like the challenge then please
contact:
Ann on 01489 885098 or email
ann@ronantrust.com or see www.
ronatrust.com

Butterfly on DVD –
After much anticipation and
hype, a limited supply of this
amazing and thought
provoking short documentary
will soon be available for sale
from our website. Keep
watching www.albinism.org.uk
for details.

Real Lives on Facebook –
Rosaleen Dempsey has set up
a Facebook page in honour
of Real Lives which should be
of interest to anyone with
albinism. Interested? Simply
go to www.facebook.com
and search for the Real
Lives group.
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Joan & Barbara who give talks to local groups

Fireman Fundraisers – two crazy guys!

